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In 2020, Ito-Yokado

We aim to be a sincere

100 th

will
celebrate
its
Did you
know?

The history of
our logo
The Ito-Yokado logo design
features a dove, a symbol
of peace. It has been used
since 1958.
In the current logo, blue
means a clear sky (future),
red means passion, and
white means sincerity.

Surprisingly, there’s
still a store in this
location!

1st logo

1958 -1964

2nd logo

1964 -1972

Current logo

company that

company that our business

company that

partners, shareholders and

our employees trust.

local communities trust.

Products from the 1980’s

100 th
Ito-Yokado opens
in a multi-story building occupying
the basement floor to the 6th floor.
It stocks everything from
everyday household items to
clothes and groceries.

Meugaya Yohinten is established
in the Asakusa area of Tokyo

2007
We begin selling products under our original
“Seven Premium” brand

The company brand is born.
Originally a clothing store,
we started with apparel
before expanding our lineup to food
and basic necessities.
This laid the foundation for
“Seven Premium” today!

We receive the “Gold Product
Safety Company” award

1974
7-Eleven opens
in Japan

1997

1964

The store is reopened in the Senju area
of Tokyo due to
wartime damage

2011
2013
2015

Starting with only
49 items, Seven Premium
has since expanded to over
4,000 items including food,
everyday goods,
and clothing.

Ito-Yokado occupies the tallest
building in the Kita-Senju area!

1946

With your support, we celebrate
our 100th anniversary!

1967

1968

1920

Anniversary

2020

1972 onward

The first store in Kitasenju was small, with
only 6.6 square meters of retail space.

This image illustrates Ito-Yokado’s basic approach to business.
We started as a small sapling and grew into a large tree over 100
years. The doves on the tree’s branches represent all the
stakeholders of our company—customers, business partners,
and employees—who are gathered peacefully and keep our
business going.

We aim to be a sincere

our customers trust.

anniversary
as

Japan’s largest superstores
one of

We aim to be a sincere

The first overseas store opens
in Chengdu, China

Ito-Yokado around the time of
the 2nd logo design

1971
1940
Yokado Clothing Store
opens for business
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1948
The store sign changes from Chinese
characters to katakana (Japanese characters)!

Yokado Co., Ltd. is established
The first store logo is born

The dove,
a symbol of peace,
is chosen for
the logo.

2005

The company name changes to
its current name, Ito-Yokado

1958

Ario Soga, the first large-scale
Ario shopping center, opens for business

The white dove
is for sincerity, blue is
for a clear sky,
and red is
for passion.

The logo currently in use is born

Ito-Yokado wins
gold three times,
and is recognized as a
"Gold Product Safety Company".
We are highly-rated by our
customers for our commitment
to product safety.

This is the first of 19
Ario shopping centers to
open across Japan!
The mall is centered
around Ito-Yokado and
houses a diverse array of
tenants.
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When you travel, you must visit Ito-Yokado!

7

Reason

major
reasons why!

Here
are

It has the most comprehensive selection
of hand-picked souvenirs in the country

Osaka

Ito-Yokado offers a wide range of regional gifts from every part of Japan. No
matter where you go, you’ll have the pleasure of buying ramen, biscuits, and
other super popular national products.

The time-honored superstore Ito-Yokado is loved by many Japanese people.
Founded in 1920, it is the king of all Japanese superstores. With branch locations all over the country, it has
everything you need from food and fresh fruit to popular name-brand cosmetics.
No matter where you travel in Japan, Ito-Yokado lets you shop with the same comfort as a local shopper.

▲ Ito-

Yokado
Abeno

Hokkaido
Aomori

Reason

Its spacious shopping area is suitable
for the whole family

It's a one-stop shop that
accommodates your every need
Food, clothing, cosmetics, medicine, daily necessities, stationery, even pet
supplies—you can satisfy all your shopping needs in this one-stop shop. There
are also traditional and seasonal Japanese products such as Hina dolls, yukata,
and so on. Once you step foot into Ito-Yokado, you’re destined to become a
repeat customer.

Reason
It's beloved and supported
by Japanese people

Ito-Yokado is a long-established superstore that offers high-quality products at
reasonable prices. Japan's people are deeply enamored with this superstore
and keep returning to shop here. The shop has adopted the most rigorous
standards to manage its fresh produce, such as introducing a fruit sweetness
system that tests sugar content and publishes the values daily. It also has
connections with farms and wholesalers all over the country and can provide
seasonal products at the earliest opportunity.

Reason

▲ Ario Sapporo

▲ Ito-Yokado Hirosaki

Reason

The ultra-spacious shopping space is a guaranteed
design of Ito-Yokado. To give every member of the family
a chance to enjoy their shopping experience, the
superstore has designed wheelchair and stroller rental
facilities that serve the comfort of each customer.

You can satisfy your shopping and
dining needs at the same time
This superstore is not only for shopping. The food court at Ito-Yokado is
also full of carefully-selected culinary items. After shopping, you can
enjoy the convenience and delicious flavors of the in-store restaurants.

▲ Grand Tree Musashi Kosugi

Rooftop garden

▲

Ario Sapporo
Baby room

Take a
look!

Reason
Dozens of limited-edition products are only
available here
Only Japan experts know this little
secret. Seven & i group including ItoYokado often collaborates with KOSE,
FANCL, Glico, and other quality bigname brands from all over Japan to
create new and limited-edition offers.
It has launched some amazing
exclusive products that are only
available for purchase at Ito-Yokado.
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Reason
Ito-Yokado is a tax-free shop
For overseas customers, the shop provides tax-free services. You can receive a
tax refund directly in-store.

No service fee
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Confections
with the classic
Japanese flavor of
matcha green tea!

Bitter chocolate
in chic packaging,
a hit product.

A large variety of
Japanese
seasonings!

There are many different types and flavors of cup ramen in Japan.
They’re great as gifts or as a midnight snack in your hotel room!
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Box lunches
with salmon, tempura, and
other Japanese food.

These desserts are made with
seasonal ingredients and will
brighten your mood the moment
they reach your mouth♪

T ake-out
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Fresh sushi and fruit, and box
lunches with Japanese, Chinese,
or Western food
for parties in your hotel room!

Gourmet
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*Photos are for illustrative purposes only.
*Certain branch stores may not carry certain products.
*Product packaging may vary. *Please accept our apologies if certain products are out of stock.
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Kawaii

We have tons of “kawaii”
goods including cosmetics,
medicines and supplements!
They make great gifts for
friends and family back home!!

An all-in-one gel with four
functions: as a facial toner,
lotion, serum and mask

cute

things, popular

Ito-Yokado
limited-edition
products!

cosmetics

and

medicines

Jointly developed with
Shiseido. The elegant
packaging and refined
fragrances make them
popular

High-density,
carbonated beauty
creams for smooth
skin♥

Lots of famous
brands
including KOSE and
Shiseido

s
Pink eye drop
nd and
to carry arou
show of f

Compact travel
sets for trying skin care
in small amounts

Almost everything is available,
including stomach medicine,
medical patches, and popular
supplements

Sheet face masks with
popular Japanese comic
characters on the
packaging

Kawaii

High-quality and low-cost
cosmetics will have you
looking cute! Come get these
must-have items !!

cute things, popular cosmetics and medicines
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Large openings make it easy
to take things out!
*Photos are for illustrative purposes only.
*Certain branch stores may not carry certain products.
*Product packaging may vary. *Please accept our apologies if certain products are out of stock.
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Fo r fam i l i es

You never know what you'll get!
You’ll find rows of
capsule toy machines
at Ario Sapporo

A huge se
lect
cute kids cl ion of
they ’ll wan othing
t to w
ever y day! ear

Milk bottles
and mugs are safe
because they’re
made in Japan

ori

↓Ito-Yokado Om

Ito-Yokado is full of convenient facilities and services to help parents and
kids enjoy their shopping experience! Make use of a baby room for feeding and
changing diapers, a food court equipped with low tables and chairs for kids,
a rooftop garden for the whole family, and more!
←↓ Ario Sapporo

This Hello Kitty-decorated
baby room is a space where moms,
babies, and kids can relax.
Feel free to use this room
during your shopping trip♪

rner
The toy train co
s
is a hit with kid

ello K it ty ho
The cute H lar spot
is a popu
!
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Not only does the
have lot s of plants rooftop garden
and a comfortab
it’s also equippe
d with a slide mo le lawn,
untain and
pencil ma
Take a break from ze.
shopping and
play to your heart
’s content.

The latest popular toys
and games also make
delightful gifts for
kids back home

←↑↓GRAN

D TREE Musashi Ko

er bottles
Animal wat
love
ds
ki
that
We have a great selection
of convenient baby goods to support
moms and dads, such as milk bottles
and mugs.
Check out the comfortable and
fashionable kids' clothing along
with the latest toys!
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*Photos are for illustrative purposes only.
*Certain branch stores may not carry certain products.
*Product packaging may vary. *Please accept our apologies if certain products are out of stock.
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Convenient
pencil cases that can
also be pen stands
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Wherever you are in Japan,
there’s a branch near you
Vacuum mites
and dust!
Sleep in clean
bedding

Recommended Ito-Yokado branches!!
Gentle ha
irdryers
quickly
drying yo for
ur hair

Relax and shop by yourself, have fun shopping
with a friend, as a couple, or with your family.
Shop, dine, and have fun all day at Ito-Yokado.
There are branches near major airports and
sightseeing locations as well!

Search here
for more
information!

Laundry detergents
wash away unpleasant
smells and leave a nice
fragrance

Mt. Fuji goods are
all the rage!

札幌
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Lim uct s av e
prod ere els
h
now

Exit 4

Higashi kuyakusho mae Sta.

Ito-Yokado Ario
Sapporo

Hokkaido
t
is tan
r-res
Wate for rain
s
e
s ho

Hokkaido

Next door to the popular
Sapporo Beer Garden

Sapporo
Beer
Garden

For families

Vacuum flasks
for keeping soup
hot or cold

North Exit
Naebo Sta.

← Sapporo Sta.

Ito-Yokado Ario Sapporo
9-2-20 Kita-shichijo-higashi, Higashi-ku, Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido
9:00-22:00 ／ 2・3F 9:00-21:00

Lightw
e
jackets ight down
give yo
slim lo u that
ok

273

Sapporo →JR Hakodate Main Line: approx. 3 min. by rail →

89

Naebo

mmended at Ario Sappor
Reco
o

Hokkaido

A rest area for parents and babies
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15 minutes on foot from the picture book-esque
world of Manabe Garden

Ito-Yokado Obihiro

decorated with cute characters.
It’s a must see for fans of Hello Kitty!

10-1 Hachisen-nishi, Inadacho-minami, Obihiro-shi, Hokkaido

9:00-20:00

Obihiro Airport → approx. 40 min. by bus → Obihiro
Tokachigawa Onsen → approx. 25 min. by car → Obihiro Store

Hokkaido

Wrinkle-free shirts
for easy care

Japanese suitcases
are high-quality and
very durable

Living goods

Whether it's
popular stationery or electronic
products, Ito-Yokado has a wide
selection of merchandise for your
daily life. Their designs and
functions are all excellent!

Popular gifts from
Hokkaido are also on sale!

Near Goryokaku,
the star-shaped historical site

Ito-Yokado Hakodate
1-3-1 Mihara, Hakodate-shi, Hokkaido
9:00-20:00
Hakodate Airport → approx. 20 min. by bus → Hakodate

for everyday life
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*Photos are for illustrative purposes only.
*Certain branch stores may not carry certain products.
*Product packaging may vary. *Please accept our apologies if certain products are out of stock.
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Tohoku

弘前

Tokyo

10 minutes by car from Hirosaki Castle, the famous
cherry blossom and maple viewing location

Aomori

Ito-Yokado Oimachi

Ito-Yokado Hirosaki
3-2-1 Oaza-ekimae, Hirosaki-shi, Aomori
9:00-20:00 ／ B1F 9:00-21:00 ／ 6F 9:00-18:00
→ JR Ou Main Line: approx. 38 min. by rail →

JR O

Aomori

Near Haneda Airport!
Directly connected to Oimachi station

Tokyo

1-3-6 Oi, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo
10:00-22:00

Hirosaki

Shinagawa

→ Keihin-Tohoku Line: approx. 3 min. by rail →

Oimachi

Ito-Yokado Hanamaki
Morioka → JR Tohoku Main Line /

JR Kamaishi Liine: approx. 40 min. by rail → Hanamaki

30 minutes by car from scenic Matsushima

Miyagi

Tokyu Oim

Ito-Yokado Ario Sendai Izumi
→ Subway Nanboku Line: approx. 16 min. by rail → Izumi-chuo

Kameari park

Ito-Yokado
Kameari
ekimae

South
Exit

→ JR Joban Line: approx. 16 min. by rail → Kameari

Enjoy shopping all day with your family
at this spacious and welcoming shop

Hikifune
Sta.
Tobu Exit B3

★

●

★
★
Omorikaigan Sta.

★

Tmark City Hotel

Adjacent to Sanrio Puroland!

Tokyo

Odakyu Tama Line

Keio
Plaza
Hotel

Ito-Yokado
Tama-Center

West
Exit

Okanoue
Plaza

Sanrio
Puroland

→ Keio Sagamihara Line: approx. 29 min. by rail → Keio-tama-center

Tokyo

A great place to drop by after visiting
Disneyland

Ito-Yokado Ario Kasai

For families

9-3-3 Higashikasai, Edogawa-ku, Tokyo
10:00-21:00

Ito-Yokado
Hikifune

Takagi Shrine
Entsuji Temple

Nihombashi

→ Tokyo Metro Tozai Line: approx. 16 min. by rail →

Kasai

me

Close to the Ghibli Museum, Mitaka

Yo
tsu

Tokyo

Do

ri

Hikifune

★

Keio Sagamihara Line

Shinjuku

1-2-1 Kyojima, Sumida-ku, Tokyo
10:00-22:00 ／ 2-4F 10:00-21:00
→ Tobu Skytree Line: approx. 5 min. by rail →

Ito-Yokado
Omori

HOTEL MYSTAYS
PREMIER Omori

1-44 Ochiai, Tama-shi, Tokyo
1F 10:00-21:00 ／ 2-4F 10:00-20:00

曳舟
Sumida
River

★

Ito-Yokado Tama Center

a.

Check out the views of Tokyo Skytree
from the shop!

Ito-Yokado Hikifune
Asakusa

Omori Bellport

Ario Kameari

Nishi-ojima

ark

★

★

Keio-tama-center Station
Odakyu Tama-Center Sta.

St

Tokyo

ijin P

★

318

2-17 Kitasuna, Koto-ku, Tokyo
1F 10:00-22:00 ／ 2F・3F 10:00-21:00
→ Toei Shinjuku Line: approx. 24 min. by rail →

Oisu

ta.

Keikyu Line

Kankichi Ryotsu
Statue

eihi
n-T
Omo ohoku
Line
r
East i Sta.

Exit

多摩センター

Katori Shrine

Ito-Yokado Ario Kitasuna
Shinjuku

★＝HOTEL

K
Hi eise
kif i
un
e

Tokyo

Kamearieki Kitaguchi
Police Box

Kameari
Sta.

3-49-3 Kameari, Katsushika-ku, Tokyo
1-3F 10:00-21:00

Ito-Yokado
Oimachi

★

Omorikaigan

JR K

●＝7-Eleven
★＝HOTEL

JR West
Exit

JR Central
Exit

Shop at the pop-culture pilgrimage site
of KochiKame: Tokyo Beat Cops!

→ Keikyu Line: approx. 10 min. by rail →

Oimachi S
West Exit

亀有

大森

Shinagawa

Oimachi Sta.

Sendai

Ito-Yokado Ario Kameari
Ueno

achi Line

1-5-1 Izumichuo, Izumi-ku, Sendai-shi, Miyagi
10:00-21:00

Tokyo
Tokyo

2-13-1 Omorikita, Ota-ku, Tokyo
10:00-22:00
JR Keihin-To
hoku Line

Art Hotel
Hirosaki City

Ito-Yokado Omori

大井町

118-1 Shimokobunato, Hanamaki-shi, Iwate
9:00-20:00

Rinkai Line

ta.
aki S
Hiros
it
al Ex
Centr

Hotel Route Inn Hirosaki

About 18 minutes by rail from Haneda Airport

Tokyo

JR Central
Exit

e
in Lin

u Ma

Ito-Yokado
Hirosaki

Adjacent to Hanamaki Hot Springs and
Osawa Hot Springs!

Iwate

Toyoko Inn Hirosaki

Ito-Yokado Musashi Sakai
2-2-20 Kyonancho, Musashino-shi, Tokyo
10:00-22:00/west building 10:00-21:00/west building B1F/10:00-22:00
Shinjuku
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→ JR Chuo Line: approx. 25 min. by rail → Musashi-Sakai

Tokyo
Skytree

Tokyo
Skytree
Station

Oshiage
Sta.

●＝7-Eleven

Getting to Ario Kasai
Tokyo
Disney
Resort

Short
walk

You can get there from Tokyo Disney Resort in around 20 minutes!

Maihama
Station

Platform 2
(for Tokyo) 3 min. by rail

KasaiRinkai Park
Bus stop 3
Station

‘Kasai 21 (for Kasai Station)’
15 min. by bus

HigashiKasaiKyuchome

Short
walk

Ario
Kasai
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Saitama

New sightseeing spots located near Ito-Yokado stores
Kasukabe, Saitama Prefecture

Ka

ture
wagoe, Saitama Prefec

Grocery Store Kawagoe

Saitama Tourism Facility
“It’s Anime! Saitama Info
Studio”

Located near the Hon-Kawagoe
Station and the “Toki no Kane” (Bell of Time)

Newly
opened in
Nov. 2019!!

*Food groceries and a limited selection of everyday items
are available

Location: 3rd floor of Ito-Yokado Kasukabe

春日部

A mom-friendly supermarket
with a fully stocked kids' play area!

Saitama

Tob

Ito-Yokado Ario Kawaguchi

uU

1-79 Namikimotomachi, Kawaguchi-shi, Saitama
10:00-22:00
Ueno

uS

Tob

→ JR Keihin-Tohoku Line: approx. 17 min. by rail → Kawaguchi

kyt

rba

ree

nP

ark

Lin

e

Lin

e

Kas

uka

We

A must-see place if you like
Crayon Shin-chan!

Saitama

埼玉観光大使

Ito-Yokado Kasukabe
Ueno

Sta

.

Kita-Senju

Kasukabe

Enjoy shopping in Omiya,
the best downtown area in Saitama

Saitama

©U/F ・S・A・A

Ito-Yokado Omiya
4-263-1 Kishikicho, Omiya-ku, Saitama-shi, Saitama
9:00-21:00

木場

Ueno → JR Tohoku Main Line:

approx. 23 min. by rail →

Tozai Line

Ito-Yokado Urawa

Exit 4B

1-7-1 Nakacho, Urawa-ku,Saitama-shi, Saitama
9:00-22:00

Fukagawa
Gatharia

Tokyo

Metropolitan Expressway

Ueno

Ito-Yokado
Kiba

Located close to famous historic quarters and
the “Toki no Kane” (Bell of Time)!

赤羽

Ikebukuro

→ Tobu Tojo Line: approx. 30 min. by rail →

Chiba
Easily accessible from Narita Airport
by rail, no transfers needed!

Chiba

1-20-1 Shintomicho, Kawagoe, Saitama
10:00-22:00

Easy access to Ginza and Nihombashi! Take the
convenient bus that runs directly to Toyosu Market

Ito-Yokado Funabashi
Kawagoe

7-6-1 Honcho, Funabashi-shi, Chiba
10:00-22:00
Tokyo

→ JR Sobu Rapid Line: approx. 25 min. by rail →

Funabashi

JR East Hotel
Mets Akabane

1-7-1 Akabanenishi, Kita-ku, Tokyo
B1・1F 9:00-22:00 ／
2-5F 9:00-21:00 ／ 6F (specialty stores) 10:00-21:00
Akabane

Ito-Yokado
Akabane

.

Ito-Yokado Akabane

Sta

Close to Ikebukuro! This area brims
with downtown vibes

st
We

Kiba

e
ban
Aka Exit

Nihombashi → Tokyo Metro Tozai Line: approx. 5 min. by rail →

→ JR Keihin-Tohoku Line /
JR Saikyo Line: approx. 8 min. by rail →

Urawa

Grocery Store Kawagoe

1-5-30 Kiba, Koto-ku, Tokyo
10:00-22:00

Ikebukoro

→ JR Tohoku Main Line: approx. 19 min. by rail →

Saitama

Ito-Yokado Kiba

Tokyo

Saitama-Shintoshin

Enjoy shopping in Omiya,
the best downtown area in Saitama

Saitama

Kiba Sta.

Tokyo Kiba Hotel
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→ Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line: approx. 9 min. by rail →

→ Tobu Skytree Line: approx. 30 min. by rail →

xit

Ito-Yokado
Kasukabe

1-13-1 Chuo, Kasukabe-shi, Saitama
B1F-1F 9:00-21:00 ／ 2-5F 9:00-20:00

Special resident of
Kasukabe and supporter
of Saitama sightseeing,
Shinnosuke Nohara,
a.k.a. “Crayon
Shin-chan”

be

st E

Akabane
Park

Nagano
Nagano

Popular site for history lovers! Approximately
15 minutes on foot from Ueda Castle

Ito-Yokado Ario Ueda
3-5-1 Tenjin, Ueda-shi, Nagano
9:00-21:00 ／ 1F restaurants 11:00-22:00
Karuizawa

→ Shinano Railway: approx. 50 min. by rail →

Ueda
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Kanagawa

武蔵小杉
xit 2
Sta.
Fron
tE
Mus
ashiKo

sugi

2

→ JR Shonan Shinjuku Line:
approx. 21 min. by rail → Musashi-Kosugi

Kanagawa

In front of Musashi-Kosugi Station!

ne

Stores you can visit using this pass

A

Shizuoka

(Hakodate Station)

About 15 minutes by car to Numazu Port,
where the fish is delicious!

Shizuoka

Umeda

Osaka

→ JR Osaka Kanjo (loop) Line: approx. 15 min. by rail → Tennoji

ay Mid

osuji

→ JR Osaka Kanjo (loop) Line: approx. 5 min. by rail → Tsuruhashi

★

Abeno
Q’s MALL

*Not accessible with the JR Southern Hokkaido Free Pass

Line
Abeno Sta.

* For tax-exempt service, please come to the tax exemption counter at least 1 hour before closing time.

★

.

E

●Kawaguchi (Kawaguchi Station)
●Kasukabe (Kasukabe Station)

Kansai Area
●Abeno

(Tennoji Station)
●Otori

●Omiya

(Omiya Station)
(Urawa Station)
●Kofu Showa (Kofu Station)

(Otori Station)

●Urawa

Stores you can visit using this pass

Explore the world heritage sites of
Mt. Fuji and Nikko, easily accessible
from Tokyo

●Sapporo (Sapporo Station)

Stores you can visit using this pass

●Obihiro (Obihiro Station)

D Kanto Area

●Hakodate (Hakodate Station)
●Hirosaki (Hirosaki Station)
●Hanamaki (Hanamaki Station)
●Sendai

Tokyo Area

Izumi (Izumi-Chuo Station)

D Kanto Area

Tohoku Area
JR East Pass (Tohoku area)
Starting in Tokyo, explore the entire Tohoku
area: Fukushima, Sendai, and Aomori!
Stores you can visit using this pass
●Hirosaki

(Hirosaki Station)
●Hanamaki (Hanamaki Station)
●Sendai Izumi (Izumi-Chuo Station)
D Kanto Area

oji Sta

s

Enjoy stress-free travel on the Shinkansen
from Tokyo to Hokkaido at a reasonable price

JR Eastern Hokkaido Free Pass

*Not accessible with the JR Southern Hokkaido Free Pass

a.

Tenn

Aben
Haruko
a

nimachi

hi Line

Ito-Yokado
Abeno

Uemac

Kobe-Sannomiya → Hanshin Main Line: approx. 18 min. by rail → Koshien

Hankai

1-100 Koshien-hachibancho, Nishinomiya-shi, Hyogo
10:00-21:00

From Sapporo, enjoy the Noboribetsu
Onsen and seafood at the Hakodate
morning market

●Obihiro (Obihiro Station)

oji St

Subway
Ta

Near the sacred grounds of high school
baseball, Koshien Stadium!

-Ekim

Kintestu-Yao

Ito-Yokado Koshien
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Line

★

●Funabashi (Funabashi Station)

JR Tokyo Wide Pass

●Hakodate (Hakodate Station)

Tenn

★

ae Sta.

Hyogo

★

★

(Musashi-Koganei Station)
Musashi Kosugi
(Musashi-Kosugi Station)
●Musashi Kosugi Ekimae (Musashi-Kosugi Station)
●Hashimoto (Hashimoto Station)
●Yokohama (Yokohama Station)
●Ofuna (Ofuna Station)
●Odawara (Odawara Station)

Hokkaido and East Japan Pass

●Sapporo (Sapporo Station)

Tennoji Sta.

●Kobuchi (Kobuchi Station)

●Grand Tree

JR Hokkaido Free Pass

Stores you can visit using this pass

TEN SHIBA

●Musashi Koganei

Tokyo Metropolitan Area

The perfect pass for visiting Asahiyama
Zoo, Kushiro Wetlands, and Furano

Tennoji

Tennoji

→ Kintetsu Osaka Line: approx. 15 min. by rail →

Mishima-Tamachi

天王寺

Subw

2-3, Hikaricho, Yao-shi, Osaka
10:00-22:00

→ JR Tokaido / Sanyo Shinkansen: approx. 60 min. by rail → Mishima

Shizuoka

→ Izuhakone Railway Sunzu Line: approx. 5 min. by rail →

Approximately 20 minutes by rail from Tennoji

Ito-Yokado Ario Yao

10:00-21:00

This discount pass is perfect for people who want to travel across Japan
from Hokkaido to Kyushu. It offers unlimited rides on all JR lines across the
nation! Enjoy shopping at any of the following Ito-Yokado and Ario locations
in Japan using this pass:

Hokkaido/East Japan Area

JR Southern Hokkaido Free Pass

9-30 Nakatamachi, Mishima-shi, Shizuoka

Osaka

Hokkaido Area

Covers the activity-packed areas of
Sapporo, Niseko, and Furano

Ito-Yokado Mishima
For families

Kanto Area
●Oimachi

JR Central Hokkaido Free Pass

Enjoy the views of World Heritage site
Mt. Fuji from the parking lot!

Shizuoka

1-6-1 Abenosuji, Abeno-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka
10:00-22:00

D

A rail pass for exploring attractions and
foods across all of Hokkaido

Shizuoka → JR Tokaido Main Line: approx. 55 min. by rail → Numazu

Ito-Yokado Abeno

(Ueda Station)
●Minami Matsumoto
(Minami-Matsumoto Station)

(Oimachi Station)
●Kameari (Kameari Station)
●Kiba (Kiba Station)
B Tohoku Area
●Akabane (Akabane Station)
●Musashi Sakai (Musashi-Sakai Station)
●Hirosaki (Hirosaki Station)
●Hikifune (Hikifune Station)
●Hanamaki (Hanamaki Station)
●Sendai Izumi (Izumi-Chuo Station) ●Omori (Omori Station)

1-5 Takashimahoncho, Numazu-shi, Shizuoka
9:00-21:00

Next to the HARUKAS building,
the tallest skyscraper in Japan!

(Obihiro Station)

●Hakodate

Nagano Area
●Ueda

Hokkaido Area
●Obihiro

Ito-Yokado Numazu

Osaka,
Kansai

C

●Sapporo (Sapporo Station)

→ JR Shonan Shinjuku Line:
approx. 21 min. by rail → Musashi-Kosugi

Aomori

Japan Rail Pass

Across Japan

3-420 Kosugimachi, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa
B1F・1F 9:00-22:00 ／ 2-5F 9:00-21:00

Shinjuku

Hokkaido

Hokkaido

Ito-Yokado Musashi Kosugi Ekimae
a Line
kosuk
Sta.
JR Yo
osugi
shi-K th Gate
Musa
ou
New S

oyok
o Li

Shinjuku

409

Osaka

Several convenient and budget-friendly travel passes are available to aid
travelers exploring multiple regions of Japan. Be sure to stop by at Ito-Yokado
and Ario at each destination for all your gift and shopping needs!

Ito-Yokado Grand Tree Musashi Kosugi

JR Nambu Line

Grand Tree
Musashi Kosugi

Tok
yu T

A large store with a rooftop garden,
perfect for families!

Kanagawa

3-1135-1 Shinmarukohigashi, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa
10:00-21:00 ／ 1F restaurants 11:00-23:00 ／ 1F cafes 10:00-22:00

Musashi-Kosugi Sta.

Ito-Yokado
Musashi
Kosugi

ross Japan with discount passe
s
Travel ac

Tokyo 1-Day Ticket
The perfect pass for sightseeing and shopping in
Tokyo’s 23 wards. Enjoy unlimited travel on JR,
metro, and Toei bus lines!

Tokyo Metropolitan District Pass
Unlimited rides on regular JR trains within Tokyo’s
23 wards. Conveniently linked to your Suica card
Stores you can visit using this pass
●Oimachi (Oimachi Station)
●Kameari

(Kameari Station)

●Kiba (Kiba Station)
●Akabane (Akabane Station)
●Musashi

Sakai (Musashi-Sakai Station)
(Hikifune Station)
●Omori (Omori Station)
●Hikifune

Os
Abe akanob ★
ash
i St
a.

Nagano Area
JR East Pass (Nagano, Niigata area)

Kin
Min tetsu
Line ami Os
ak

a

★＝HOTEL

* Business hours may subject to change.

Karuizawa and Echigo-Yuzawa snow resorts
are recommended trips from Tokyo
Stores you can visit using this pass
●Ueda

(Ueda Station)
Matsumoto
(Minami-Matsumoto Station)

●Minami

D Kanto Area

Kansai Area
Kansai Area Pass
Explore the ancient capitals of Kyoto and Nara,
then eat until you drop in Osaka and Kobe!
Stores you can visit using this pass
●Abeno
●Otori

(Tennoji Station)
(Otori Station)
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Ito-Yokado, established in 192 0

Wherever
you are in
Japan, there’s a
branch near you

Roughly 135 branches throughout the country
*As of December 2020

Recommended Ito-Yokado branches!!

Close to tourist attractions! Located right in front of the train station.

Hokkaido

Saitama

Sapporo
Obihiro
Hakodate

Kawaguchi
Kasukabe
Omiya
Urawa
Grocery Store Kawagoe

etc.

New Chitose
Airport

etc.

Kanagawa

Tohoku

GRAND TREE Musashi Kosugi
Musashi Kosugi Ekimae

Hirosaki
Hanamaki
Sendai Izumi

etc.

Nagano

etc.

Ueda

Tokyo

etc.

Kansai
International
Airport

Narita International
Airport

Chubu Centrair
International
Airport

Tokyo
International
Airport (Haneda)

Shizuoka

Osaka・Kansai

Numazu
Mishima

Abeno
Yao
Koshien

Chiba
Funabashi
etc.

etc.

Oimachi
Omori
Kameari
Kiba
Akabane
Hikifune
Musashi Sakai
Kasai
Tama Center
Kitasuna

etc.

etc.

In-store Customer Service

Tax-free

Free Wi-Fi

ATM for
overseas cards

For details, see our website.

Strollers

Baby nursing
rooms

Wheelchairs

Lockers

Accepted credit cards

Web

Web

Facebook

www.itoyokado.co.jp
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www.ario.jp

@enjoy.itoyokado

Instagram

@itoyokado_global_official

